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COVID-19 risk assessment for services at Verwood Road Chapel after the lifting of national restrictions 

 

National restrictions ended on the 19th July.  From this date, churches must undertake their own risk assessments to determine what restrictions if any 

need to remain in place.  The national guidance is at COVID-19: guidance for the safe use of places of worship - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 

• The vaccination roll-out has greatly reduced the risks of both catching COVID and getting any serious complications if it is caught.  We need to 

learn to live with the virus 

• At the same time, the new variants are much more infectious, and with a number of elderly and clinically vulnerable people attending services, 

there is a need for some caution 

National evidence suggests the key mitigating actions against the virus are: 

1. Good ventilation, together with space and social distancing – including limiting the total numbers at an indoor setting to avoid any “crowding”, 

plus limiting the amount of time people are together indoors 

2. Hygiene – especially hand sanitization, but also cleaning and limiting any multi-touch items 

3. Test & trace and self-isolation if there are any symptoms 

Masks are a contentious issue.  Evidence on their prevention of spread appears mixed.  However, they do appear to give a signal that the wearer is 

taking the issue seriously, and they are therefore important in terms of reassurance (or lack of). 

We are therefore keeping measures in place that address the key mitigating actions, while allowing a gradual move back to the things we have had to 

stop during the pandemic.   

Now • Singing resumes 

• Spaced chairs remain (limiting numbers) 

• Masks will be optional, although the leadership will recommend their use in the short-term at least 

From September Assuming the further roll-out of the vaccine and therefore reduced infection rates 

• Tea & coffee can be served after services (potentially outside to start with) 

• Communion can re-start with the necessary hygiene arrangements 

• Sunday School and Toddlers recommence (with the necessary risk assessment) 

• Small group activities can re-commence 

From October Depending a further review on risks 

• Chair layout returns to normal 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/covid-19-guidance-for-the-safe-use-of-places-of-worship
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Our actions are therefore as follows: 

Key action Mitigating actions to continue Reason 

Ventilation, spacing, 
limiting “crowding” 

All windows open, plus some doors 
 

Maintain good ventilation 

Only arrive 15 minutes before the service 
 

Limits time spent in close contact 

Limit the length of the service to below 1 hour 
 

Limits time spent indoors. 

Chairs spaced out (and excess chairs removed) 
 

A few extra chairs can be added, but essentially the layout will 
be as now for the short-term at least.  This avoids any crowding, 
and creates social distancing 

Overflow area created using Sunday School room 
 

Side exit kept in place for exit 
 

Front and side doors open at the end of services - allows people 
to leave to avoid others if they are anxious 

Notify if any guests expected (or if will be away) – or 
book via the website for visitors 
 

As now – ensures no “crowding” 

Talking and mingling outside where possible 
 

Limits time spent indoors 

Steward shows people to designated seats 
 

Avoids people coming early to get “their” seat (limits time 
indoors) 

Hygiene Hand sanitizer in and out 
 

As now 

Clean all “touchpoints” before each service, incl. 
toilets 

As now 

No multi-touch items, incl. no “collection” 
 

As now 

No communion in short-term 
 

Need strict hygiene arrangements in preparation plus ability to 
distribute with no multi-touch 

No tea/coffee served after services in short-term 
 

Depends on rooms available, social distancing / numbers in the 
room, children supervised, etc.  Servers need simple health & 
hygiene course 

Self-isolation (incl. 
“test & trace” contact 
info.) 

No attendance if you have any symptoms or have 
been advised to self-isolate as a contact 

As now 

Pastor to take weekly tests Gives confidence for pastoral work 

Masks Mask wearing will be optional, but the leadership will 
encourage it for the sake of others 

Gives people the confidence that we are taking the issue 
seriously 

 


